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Beginning to Weave:
Welcome to week two and the fun part, beginning to weave your prism
tapestry. The most important technique that you will be learning is weaving
in opposite directions (also called meet and separate), which is a
foundational skill in tapestry weaving. Hand in hand with that technique is
slit tapestry, named such because when your wefts meet and separate they
create a slit. In the Prism tapestry there will be a long slit between the white
silk and the body of the weaving where every so often the wool is woven
into the white silk’s territory. You will also practice weft blending which is
blending different strands of weft and using it as one weft. In week three
you will learn dotting and eccentric wefts.

We will begin this weaving showing you exactly how to move your wefts,
but soon you will choose  which weft gets woven where and when and
which colors to blend and use, hence no two of these tapestries will look
exactly alike.

In week three we will finish weaving this piece and discuss the techniques
of dotting and eccentric wefts. We will also discuss for those of you
weaving with your Saffron looms how to weave from the top down to help
you finish the piece as a four-selvedge tapestry.

You can find Claudia’s Week Two Introduction Video here.

What to weave with (needle vs. fingers):

You can either weave with a tapestry needle or you can lift the warp
threads with your fingers to weave. I prefer to use the needle for longer
passes. You will figure out what suits you best. You can use a needle or
your fingers to push down the weft. Keep in mind that you will be using two
different kinds of weft. The white silk, which comprises the outside columns,
tends to pack down much more than the wool weft because it is so slippery,
but it is the same diameter as two strands of wool weft. You only need to
cover the warp with the white silk weft, so weave it even to the wool and do

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxv_8yAvznY


not pack it down much at all. This is important to note because you don’t
have much extra white silk in your kit.

Techniques:
Following is a little bit of information about the techniques that we will be
using in this tapestry.

Weaving in Opposite directions: In the body of the weaving we will be
weaving in opposite directions which greatly reduces the chance of pulling
in at the selvedges. But that is not all it is. It sets up a relationship between
your threads that allows them to cross into each other’s territories creating
the essential tapestry technique. Understanding this technique is necessary
to understanding tapestry.

Slit Tapestry: A slit occurs when two wefts meet and separate leaving a
slit in between. The long edges between the wool and the white silk will
contain such slits.

Weft Blending: By combining  weft threads together and weaving them as
if they were one you can create interesting color mixes and allow for subtle
color blending. In this piece we will be weft blending with either two pieces
of wool weft or with a strand of silk and a strand of wool weft.

Dotting: Using a needle sew single dots over single warp threads
randomly spread out. (We will discuss this next week)

Eccentric Wefts: When you weave back and forth with one weft, reducing
as you go in order to create a kind of lump which you can then cover with
another weft. Normally, we will be weaving on the fell line, which is the
straight line we weave when we weave all the wefts at the same time.
Eccentric wefts allow you to create interesting shapes. (We will address this
in week three.)

Lines (Half-Pass vs Pass): When weaving tapestry it is important to know
that a line is made when all warp threads are covered by the weft. To make
a line you must make two half-passes, meaning you weave across in one



direction (one half-pass) and then come back in the other direction (one
half-pass) creating a line.

Starting and Ending Threads:
There are three ways to start and end weft threads. The trick here is that
the ends of your weft thread need to always be in the back of the piece. If
you are starting your weft thread at the selvedge you can start by weaving
under the first warp which will necessarily put your weft tail at the back of
the piece. If that is not possible because the next row has to go over
(instead of under) the side warp, you can employ a pigtail, which is when
you wrap the weft around the selvedge warp so it faces the back of the
piece. The other way to start (and end a thread) is to stick the weft tail
behind the weaving somewhere in the middle and then start a new thread
at the same place.

Weaving the Header:
A header is a bit of weaving from selvedge (edge) to selvedge done with
your warp material at the very beginning of a weaving. In this case, we will
fold the header over as part of the finishing process.

If you are weaving a four-selvedge tapestry on a Saffron Pocket Loom (this
would be any piece woven on the Saffron Pocket Loom unless you have an
extended rod and chose to weave on a warp longer than 6”) you do not
need to weave a header.

This is because a four-selvedge piece woven on the Saffron Loom will not
have long warp ends coming out of each end. Rather, there will be the
loops that were wrapped around the tines of the loom. Hence, the Saffron
will have automatically finished edges. If you are weaving on the Saffron
Loom, read the paragraphs below, but do not weave a header as you do
not need one. You will begin your piece at the “Let’s Begin Weaving”
section.

At its most basic level, tapestry weaving is taking your thread (weft) and
placing it under and over the threads (warp) that are on your loom. On a



loom with a shedding device, the shedding device works to lift half of your
warp threads up at a time, allowing you to slide your weft through the
raised and not-raised warp threads instead of having to weave them over
and under. Our weaving directions assume you do not have a shedding
device, but one can certainly be used for this piece.

To begin your header, thread your tapestry needle with a length of warp
thread about four and a half feet in length. Using your needle and again
starting at the left selvedge, weave under the first warp thread and over the
second, under the third and over the fourth.

Leave a tail of a few inches. Because this tail is under the first warp it will
be in the back of the loom and you will not need to employ a pigtail See
“Starting and Ending Threads” above for more on this.



While weaving the header and the rest of the piece, you must always pay
attention to not pulling-in your selvedge (edge) threads.

Let me explain why pulling-in occurs. Even though it feels like you are
weaving a straight line when you weave from selvedge to selvedge, you
are not. You are weaving under and over the warp threads and thereby
creating little mounds all the way across. These little mounds take up weft
and if you make your line completely straight, it’s the selvedges that will
suffer. The slack has to be made up somewhere, and that is where it
happens. So your goal is to evenly distribute your weft thread evenly
among the warps, always making sure to be very careful to treat those
selvedge threads with extra care.

A great technique for avoiding pulling-in when weaving from selvedge to
selvedge is to make a curve with your weft, rather than a straight line.



Take your finger and push down in a few places on the curve



This will add enough extra weft so you do not pull in. Make sure there are
no loops at the selvedges but also make sure you don’t distort that thread
by pulling too tight. Make sure the loops are snug, but not too tight.

(Image: Top, too loose. Middle, too tight. Bottom, just right.)

Use your bamboo needle (or fingers) to press the weft down.



Weave 12 full passes of the header.

End your weft thread by, if it comes over the selvedge warp, making a
pigtail at the right selvedge warp.  If it is under the warp you can just leave
it there as it will in the back of your piece. To create a pigtail, take the weft
end behind the last two warps and then weave over the last warp and stick
the end to the back between the two side warps.

Let’s Begin Weaving:
Your kit includes a cone of either black or white wool and a set of white or
black silk bobbins. You will be pairing the silk and wool together to weave
the borders. For the purpose of clarity from now on we will be referring to
the border weft for the top and bottom and sides as the “border weft.”

To begin weaving the border weft, enter it on the right side. If it starts
underneath the right warp thread there is no need to do a pigtail. If it starts
above the right warp, you will need to make a pigtail.

Tiny tapestry: weave the border weft for five full passes.

Small tapestry: weave the border weft for twelve full passes.

Large tapestry: weave the border warp for twenty full passes.



If you run out of border weft, stick the working end of the piece you are
weaving between warp threads and to the back of the weaving somewhere
in the middle of the piece.  In the second addition of this kit the border is a
strand of silk and a strand of wool so it will look slightly different from below
photo.

Start a new thread in that same spot, sticking the tail to the back. On the
front of the loom it will look like you continued with the same piece of weft
thread.



You probably won’t need to end and start a new thread at this point, but
keep this in mind for when you need to do so in the future. When you’ve
woven twenty full  passes for the large piece (twelve for the small piece and
five for the tiny piece), do not end the silk weft. Rather, leave the end at the
left selvedge as you will use it to weave one of the borders.

Weft Blending:

For all of the colored wefts, we will be using double strands of yarn whether
it’s two strands of wool or a strand of wool and a strand of silk. For the
borders, we will be using a combination of silk and wool weft, white or
black. This is called weft blending.

To blend wefts for this piece, simply cut two pieces of yarn that are the
same length and weave with them as if the two strands are one. You can
combine any colors you want whether they be similar or contrasting
combinations. You might want to take some time before you begin weaving
to blend some wefts and decide which combinations you like. Have fun with
this!

The general color scheme of this piece is: earth tones on the bottom, red
and purple tones in the middle and blue tones at the top.



For our first set of wefts (three colored wefts, there are also two black and
silk wefts on either side) we’ve used:

-A yellow wool and a gold wool
-A green wool and a green silk
-Two strands of brown wool

For these first three weft blends we recommend choosing colors similar to
ours so you can more easily follow our instructions.

Weaving in Opposite Directions

This is the main technique of this piece. The name perfectly describes this
technique. You will insert each weft so it is going in the opposite direction
as the one next to it. You’ll weave each weft one after the other so after
each half-pass, every weft will be facing the opposite direction that it was
facing before and still going in the opposite direction of the weft next to it. If
you are an experienced weaver, you don’t have to take such a rigid



approach to weaving this piece  (you can weave up one section and then
another), but weaving all of the wefts in a row is a great way to tackle this
technique as a beginner.

Weaving in opposite directions can tax the mind a bit but once you have
gotten the concept down it is so much fun to do!

Begin by cutting lengths (about 2 feet each if you’re making a small or large
tapestry, about 1 foot each if you’re making a tiny one) of your first three
blended wefts.

Take two short lengths of red silk and place it between the warps noted
below as a guide:

For the tiny tapestry the red silk is placed between warps 5 and 6 on the
left and between warps 16 and 17 on the right. The borders will be 5 warps
wide.

For the small tapestry the red silk is placed between warps 7 and 8 on the
left and between warps 28 and 29 on the right. The borders will be 7 warps
wide.

For the large tapestry the red silk is placed between warps 14 and 15 on
the left and between warps 50 and 51 on the right. The borders will be 14
warps wide.



Your left selvedge border weft is already in place as you used it for the
bottom border. Weave that towards the left red marker. Insert one of the
colored wefts (we used yellow) about an inch to the right of the red marker
(inserting the tail between two warp threads with the tail remaining on the
back of the warp). Weave it to the left to meet the working end of the left
border weft. Start another colored weft (we used green) next to the tail of
the thread to its left (in our case, yellow) and weave an inch or so to the
right. Insert the next colored weft (we used brown) tail to the left of the right
red marker and weave to the left until you reach the working end of the weft
to its left. Start the tail of the right border weft using the guide above and
weave to the right.

Please note: for the tiny tapestry you will be using only 2 colored wefts and
hence you will be inserting the right colored weft toward the right border
and the right border weft weft from the selvedge to the left. Your four wefts
will be going in the correct direction. Use the same technique as you used
for the small and large tapestries, keeping all your wefts going in opposite
directions.



Look at the diagram below. It shows each of the weft threads and the
direction they should be going. You can see how all of these weft threads
together make one half-pass. If you look at where the tails of the yellow and
the green meet, you can see that they end with one warp thread between
them,

You will keep the same relationship among these wefts for the rest of the
piece. We will show you how to overlap wefts to create shading and how to
layer wefts so that they do not fall in a straight line. When we end a weft we
begin a new one (in a new color) where it left off.

You will see a slit appear between the colored wefts and the border wefts.
At points we will travel our colored weft into the border area. Because these
wefts are all traveling in opposite directions this is made possible. When
you cross a weft into another weft’s color area, the only rule is do NOT go
past the working end of that weft. If you do that, the buried weft’s working
end will be covered and hence cannot be woven.

Next, weave the left border weft to the left. Your borders will be for: the tiny
tapestry, 5 warps; for the small tapestry, 10 warps wide; for the large
tapestry, 14 warps wide. You will be weaving the colored weft into the
border colors and the border color into the colored section at certain points.

Weave the yellow weft to the right, encroaching slightly into the green’s
color area (the yellow will go OVER a bit of the green.) Weave the green



wool weft to the left to meet the working end of the yellow. Weave the
brown to the right all the way to the border weft. Then weave the right
border weft to the left. Your wefts should all still be traveling in opposite
directions from the ones next to it and from the direction they were traveling
in on your last half-pass.

Remove your red silk markers.

Now, weave all the wefts back from whence they came. In the above
sample the green weft is encroaching into the brown’s color area.

What not to do: The below photo is an illustration of weaving your weft over
the working end of its neighboring weft. This is a huge no no. See how the
working end is now buried and cannot be used.



Weave all the wefts once more back. Move the left border weft to the left.
Move the yellow to the right. Move the green to the left encroaching on the
yellow. Move the brown to the right. Move the right border weft to the left.

This is the basic technique that forms the foundation for this tapestry. You
will always have 5 wefts going at one time, two border wefts and three
colored wefts for the medium and large tapestries. For the tiny tapestry
there is only enough room to use two colored wefts and, of course, the
border wefts. For the two larger pieces and for the tiny tapestry you will



continue weaving them back and forth, one row after another, moving
different wefts over the one next to it as you go. The process is actually
very simple, it can just be a bit difficult to wrap your head around.

Now, we’re going to try moving a colored weft out into the border weft. .
Weave the yellow to the left so it encroaches into the left border weft’s
territory. Now, weave the left border weft to the right and weave all of the
wefts on the right side of the piece: green to the right, brown to the left,
right white silk to the right. (Again, this is modified for the tiny tapestry.)

Next, weave the left border weft and wool weft to the left, the yellow to the
right, the green to the left encroaching on the yellow, the brown to the right
and the right border weft to the left.

On this next half pass, move the left border weft to the right, move the
yellow three warps into the left white silk’s column, not as far as the last
half-pass into the black (this will create a layered look with the yellow), the
green to the right, the brown to the left and the right border weft to the right.



Now move the left border weft to the left, the yellow to the right encroaching
on the green, the green to the left, the brown to the right and the right
border weft to the left.

Next, move the left border weft to the right, stopping at the last yellow weft.
Weave the yellow to the left, move the green to the right, the brown to the
left and the border weft to the right.

Now weave the white to the left, the yellow to right, encroaching on the
green, move the green to left, the brown to the right and the right border
weft to the left.

Next, move the left border weft to the right, stopping at warp seven to
continue creating your left border column. You just wove your first “streak”
of color into the border color. Weave the yellow to the left, the green to the
right encroaching on the brown, the brown to the left and the border weft to
the right.



The diagram below shows the movement of your wefts for the past three
steps.

Continue weaving in this pattern, moving each weft back and forth, one by
one, keeping them moving in opposite directions and crossing into each
other’s territories to create shading. Remember: not to cross over the
working end of another weft. Every once in a while (every ¼ - ½”), weave
another “streak” of color into the border weft on the left or right and then
weave it back, continuing to weave the border column.

The photo below shows a few more passes we’ve made. You do not need
to follow our lead exactly. The idea is to “dance”  your wefts so they blend
and shade. This entire tapestry is based on that principle.



Check out this video for more on weaving in opposite directions with this
piece. (Note that the piece we are showing this on is a Prism tapestry, but
not the exact one we are showing here. We wove a lot of these!)

The photos below show the large tapestry with a black border:

https://youtu.be/E6iKwfDUvDA




Replacing a color:

Every time you run out of a color, you will replace that with a new color.

We are going to replace the green with a new color. The new color is a weft
blend of brown wool and green silk.

Stick the tail of the weft that is being ended between two warps and behind
the tapestry. Start a new weft by sticking that weft’s tail between the two
warps to the left of where you stuck the end of the old weft. Essentially, this
new weft looks like a continuation of the old weft.

Weave in the same direction you were weaving the original green weft.



Troubleshooting:

Your weft traveled over or under two warps and now everything seems out
of whack. If you can see where the float (the place where the weft travels
over or under more than one warp thread, the best course of action is to
unweave until you get to that place and correct it.

You find your wefts are not in the correct relationship to one another and
you have no idea why. If you can’t readily detect where the problem began
(and hence the piece appears to look correct) if one weft is out of
relationship to the rest, take the offending weft behind the warps it covered
and insert it on the opposite side. This should put it back in the right order.
If more than just one weft is out of whack you really should unweave until
you find the mistake and then correct it.

Check out this troubleshooting video as well.

Keep Weaving:

Keep weaving just like you have been.

You can see our color progression for the first half of the piece in the
photos below which you are welcome to loosely follow, or choose your own
color progression.

A few things to remember:
-ALWAYS keep your wefts heading in the correct relative direction.
-As you run out of each blended color, change to a new one.
-Keep weaving on the fell line (meaning don’t weave up one part of your
weaving and then another) unless you are an experienced weaver. This will
help you keep your wefts organized.

Here is our progress thus far.  All my wefts are heading in the correct
relative direction.

https://youtu.be/pkRq7jPALog


And another progress photo:

If you can, weave halfway up this week for the , but if you want to go a little
further you are welcome to. Next week we will discuss dotting, which will be
done at the very end before you remove your piece, and eccentric wefts,



which is an “extra” skill that can be practiced towards the end of your piece
(or not at all.)

Make sure you save 4 yards of your red or pink silk for dotting!

Happy weaving!


